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A mountain tamed or a mountain that has tamed us. We are free to judge, because the world of Greek Andreas Angelidakis always leaves a door open for 
more explanations, a possible way out, freedom to the most surprising and sometimes logical interpretations of the universal values that concern and affect 
our society’s heart like a cutting knife.
With “Domesticated Mountain” Andreas Angelidakis analyzes the details of the consumerist world of e-commerce and delivery, the widely spread and 
systematic practice, which is unnecessary and only gives relief to temporary and ephemeral craving for possession. Such practice was born - in the most 
obvious explanation - from the deep dissatisfaction for what we have and what we are. Have to be or be to have? 
 It is a degenerative disease that progresses relentlessly and quietly to the point that, once it has reached the temporary pleasure and success of vain domain, 
it crosses the threshold of futile transitory pleasure, and we are left forgetting the reasons of our desire, as we get distracted by other dreams, other visions, 
other products, leaving us unable to manage the consequences of our previous actions. 
 As if we did not know who we are and what we want, we look for something new to have, to accumulate, to pile up: in the scenarios that have been 

our entire home, they invade every space and breathe our air as unruly and cruel leeches. 
The empty boxes represent tired layers of a life without values, thanks to boredom and the most vulgar and cynical side of the internet. 
In the suburb of Andreas Angelidakis you can buy anywhere, in any situation, anytime, anything from a double cheese pizza to a Rembrandt’s painting, 
from the last edgy technology tool to a Chinese spring roll. This carousel of monotony has precise access keys: “Enter the three digits of your security code 
to complete your purchase. Thank you for your buying with us, please come back soon! “
Here’s the result: stacks of boxes that become skeletons, echoing remnants of our actions’ impulses that become a pointless architecture, as they are made 
of cardboard, they do not keep you warm in the Winter, or cool in the Summer. They are mere shells of nothingness, no longer needed, they serve nothing 

always imagined has come to a dead end. 
The construction is done through editing, a copy and paste of existing objects that need only to be selected and assembled with the purpose of using the 
available space. This architecture of accumulation offers wildly harmonious proportions - contrary to what one might expect Angelidakis worked on it 
with a precise model and technical drawings - it is made of nothing, it is full of voids, it is as empty as the thoughts of a post-capitalist society that in the 
designer’s vision may not be so far away.
Andreas Angelidakis, born in Athens in 1968, designer and architect, teacher and excellent writer, he is one of the most sophisticated and daring voices of 
the international architecture scene.

Maria Cristina Didero, March 28, 2012
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He had gotten arrested on this street
it was late at night, he was driving home from school

yet the cops just told him to turn the lights on
maybe because he looked like a polite rich white kid
coming home from school
they let him go

this was suburbia
the place where all the white collar workers took their families
for a better life, 

it was a living closer to nature too
like living in the countryside, but with the comforts of the city.
Soon they needed shopping malls,
not only to shop, but to exist.
Suburbia had forgotten about public spaces
Shopping malls were her agoras, 
civic life existed as a byproduct of consumption.
Suburbia changed how they lived, and changed how they consumed.
Now they would go to the mall

but to buy something, to browse
their walk slowed down as they entered
they didn’t know what they wanted, they were open to suggestions.

Years later came the internet
they did not know it
but the internet was their new suburbia
it offered plenty of spaces to meet
and endless possibilities for consumption
and you didn’t have to leave the house
there was no public space any more
people stopped going to the malls
they browsed on their ipads 
and the products came to them
via complex networks of logistics
saturday home delivery.
They sat at home 
making friends on facebook
and shopping for bargains
they did not need the world anymore
they did not need suburbia
they did not need to leave the house
their house became their public space, 
their shopping mall, their high street, their main street

Soon they would not need their house either
it would just be a pile of products 
ordered from the internet
arriving via free delivery
they would live on this mountain of purchases
maybe send things back
sometimes they forgot to open the boxes
they fell asleep on their ipad screens
adding things to their cart

and the boxes accumulated
replaced their home
this was their new suburbia
their new nature
their new home

Andreas Angelidakis, March 20, 2012


